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This handy guide is designed to assist insurance agents and consumers by explaining these

complicated and confusing terms in jargon-free language. More than 2,000 complicated terms are

defined in easy to understand language. No category â€“ health, life, automobile, homeowners,

renterâ€™s, or workers compensation â€“ is overlooked. The terms are listed in alphabetical order so

you can easily find what you need to know and begin to feel more confident when dealing with all

matters of insurance.Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in

Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâ€™s garage, Atlantic

Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles

are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers,

and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals

that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with

expert advice.Â  Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or

companies discussed. This Atlantic Publishing eBook was professionally written, edited, fact

checked, proofed and designed. The print version of this book is 338 pages and you receive exactly

the same content. Over the years our books have won dozens of book awards for content, cover

design and interior design including the prestigious Benjamin Franklin award for excellence in

publishing. We are proud of the high quality of our books and hope you will enjoy this eBook

version.
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This is a great reference for interviews given by insurance companies, because the book explains a

lot of basic and complicated insurance terms in simple English. Even if you do not have an actuarial

background, you can still easily understand those insurance terms written in the book. What a nice

purchase on !

Very basic terms within a far from complete collection of Insurance terms. The book is in large print,

which invalidated my assumption of the extent of content when I decided to purchase this over two

others.

This was shipped really fast. The book is great. I was more looking for a book that had insutance

abberviations and unfortunately this book does not. However the book is a very helpful tool and I

would recommend it for anyone!!!

This is book (THE COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF INSURANCE TERMS) is explained simply and

easy to understand. I have found it helpful for my job position. Thank you for offering it.

Worth buying if your selling insurance. It has given me the confidence I need to talk to my

clients.Thanks,R.R.

Having downloaded to my kindle fire knowledge is easily access alb and a must while going through

the required study materials, written to "anyone's level " of comprehension!

The book is well written, the online version however lacks user friendliness.

Very Basic Dictionary. I was hoping for more insurance terms.
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